


Industry Shift

Everyone is interacting with
data - not just data teams!



How much time do you spend
waiting on data request?



Is finding the right dashboard
like finding a needle in a
haystack?



Can you trust the reports you do
find? 



The Problem
Data use cases and demand are growing rapidly;  but, finding,
understanding, and using data is challenging and time-consuming.

Misreported
Analytics

Long-time
to insights

Failed data
projects

Backlog of
data requests



Business teams (i.e Finance, Marketing) lack
skills to efficiently navigate messy data
environments resulting in hours of wasted time.

Data Analysts and Scientists are missing key
context behind their data, often resulting in
costly errors.

Business leaders suffer from data delays and
erroneous analytics.

These challenges impact: 

Data is a black hole at most companies- it's messy, confusing, and undocumented.



Understand cross-
platform data work

occurring at
companies

Map data usage
using SQL query
logs and history

Map lineage and
data governance

Solution
Index, contextualize, and simplify the entire data ecosystem

Unparalleled Data ROI

Extract tribal
data knowledge

from users



Platform

Instant data
discovery

Collaboration
across data silos

Understanding of
entire data ecosystem

Like a Google search, instantly find the dashboards, reports, or data you need



Platform

View context behind
reports and dashboards

Understand in-depth the
data available to you



Why is Datalogz unique?
Organizing all data knowledge
We're building the hub for all data interactions. Business data users live here.  Data scientists/analysts
start here. More integrations, more metadata, more knowledge. 

Using AI to reduce time to data insights

Business Leaders love Datalogz

We're developing algorithms for non-technical users to be able to input a descriptive word about
their project and have instant access to the data they need.

Citizen data science is a fast-growing movement across data-rich companies. Our core mission is
to empower these citizen data users to interact with data directly through Datalogz. 



Building the future of data
management!



Try Datalogz

Click Here

Email: trial@datalogz.io
PW: 123

https://datalogz-030677441200-0.datalogz-app.com/home

